Code examples play an important role to explain the usage of Application Programming Interfaces (APIs), but most API documents do not provide sufficient code examples. For example, for the JDK 5 documents (JavaDocs), only 2% of APIs have code examples. In this paper, we propose a technique that automatically augments API documents with code examples. Our approach finds and embeds code examples for more than 75% of the APIs in JavaDocs 5.
I. INTRODUCTION
Developers often reuse existing libraries such as Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) to improve the productivity and quality of code [11] , [10] . However, it is difficult for developers to use APIs correctly without understanding the intention and usage of APIs. For this reason, most APIs provide documents, which describe input arguments, output values, and the goal of the APIs. However, some API documents are ambiguous, which may lead to misuse, because most of them are written in a human readable language. As a result, developers usually seek additional formal information, such as code examples.
To satisfy these needs, MSDN from Microsoft [6] and Leopard Reference Library from Apple [5] include a rich set of code examples written by experts. Since making proper code examples for all APIs in documents requires significant human effort, most API documents often do not provide enough code examples. For example, JDK 5 documents (JavaDocs) contain descriptions of more than 27,000 APIs, but only 2% of them (around 500 API descriptions) include code examples.
As a result, developers seek additional code examples using code search engines such as Koders [7] and Google Code Search [1] . However, it is difficult for developers to find appropriate code examples. For example, suppose a developer want to find code examples of API "prepareStatement()" at the interface "Connection" and send a query "Connection prepareStatement". Figure 1 shows the top two results of Koders [7] . The snippets of the top two results highlight the comments in the code and do not provide any usage information of "prepareStatement()". For this reason, developers typically need to send several queries and To address this problem, automatic code example extraction techniques [13] , [21] , [22] have been studied. For example, Holmes and Murphy proposed a code example recommendation technique by matching structures of given code [13] , and MAPO recommends source code by mining the sequence of APIs [21] , [22] . However, these approaches require special tools such as Eclipse plug-in.
In a clear contrast, we aim at augmenting API documents themselves with code examples, which is desirable because of the following two reasons: First, API documents are the first place to get the API usage information. Second, developers do not need any special tool for accessing the augmented API documents.
Toward this goal, in this paper, we propose an automatic technique that extracts suitable code examples from code repositories, and generates example oriented API documents (eXoaDocs), which contain extracted code examples. We then apply our technique to JDK 5 documents and generate eXoaDocs for JDK 5. The generated eXoaDocs include code examples of more than 20,000 APIs in JDK 5 (75% of entire APIs).
Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• Automatic code example generation technique: We propose a technique that extracts code examples from a repository, extracts semantic features from code examples, clusters them, and finds a representative code example from each cluster. • Generated eXoaDocs: We embed extracted code examples in existing API documents and generate eXoaD- ocs, augmenting more than 75% of the JDK 5 APIs. • Evaluation: We manually inspect and measure the quantity of generated code examples. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the proposed automatic eXoaDocs generation technique. Section III evaluates generated eXoaDocs. Section IV surveys related work, and Section V concludes this paper.
II. OUR APPROACH
This section presents the process of automatic eXoaDocs generation. Figure 2 shows the overview of our technique that consists of four main modules, summarization, representation, diversification, and ranking. First, we build a repository of candidate code examples by leveraging an existing search engine, Koders, for each API. We then summarize code examples and extract semantic features from code examples. Finally, we cluster and rank code examples to find the most representative code examples from each API.
We describe the details of each module as follows:
• Summarization: We summarize candidate code examples into small and relevant snippets. First, from candidate code examples, we identify relevant methods using the given API. If there is no such method, we cannot find code examples for the given API. Second, we analyze the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) of the identified methods and find related lines to the given API. We slice only these lines and generate summarized code examples for the given API. • Representation: We extract semantic features from the summarized code for clustering and ranking. Semantic features in a code example can be represented in a vector, as explored in DECKARD [17] . Each element in the vector represents the count of occurrence of each specific semantic node type. We exploit these vectors to compare each code to cluster and rank vectors. • Diversification: We cluster the summarized codes into different usage types to present diverse types of usages, using k-means clustering algorithm. However, as it is non-trivial to determine the number of cluster k, we vary k from two to five and choose a desirable number k using heuristic measures. • Ranking: We rank the summarized codes in each cluster to select the most representative code example from each cluster, combining several measures for ranking such as representativeness, conciseness, and correctness.
III. EXAMPLE EVALUATION
This section evaluates the quality of code examples in eXoaDocs generated, by manually inspecting the quantity of code examples in eXoaDocs. There are many automatic code example recommendation systems [13] , [19] , [21] , [22] to address this problem. Holmes and Murphy proposed a source code example recommendation technique by matching structures of given code [13] . XSnippet [19] provides a context-sensitive code assistant framework which recommends sample code snippets. MAPO analyzes source codes and mines frequent API usage sequences [21] , [22] . These proposed techniques are similar to ours in the sense that they use their own repositories and recommend code examples automatically.
However, we also observe three key differences. First, developers need to use special tools such as Eclipse plugin to use their techniques. In contrast, developers do not need to use any special tool for accessing code examples in eXoaDocs. Second, they try to provide as many code examples as they can find, which may include redundant usages, while, eXoaDocs cluster redundant usages into a cluster and present only the most representative one per each cluster using ranking. Third, eXoaDocs provide popularity information, which may guide developers find APIs even when they do not know the names APIs to use in advance.
Related to this popularity information, there are few existing systems that identify commonly used APIs [20] , [14] , [15] . For example, SpotWeb [20] finds commonly reused APIs and PopCon [14] , [15] finds popular APIs based on API calls in existing software. While these systems only give popularity information, our eXoaDocs provide both popularity information and code examples for the APIs.
B. Code Search
Existing code search engines, such as Koders [7] and Google Code Search [1] , get query keywords such as an API name and class name, retrieve source codes in a repository, and find source codes where the query keywords occur frequently. Because they treat source code as simple text and ignore semantic context of source code, they cannot distinguish useless information such as comments. As a result, they fail to find appropriate source code examples.
Meanwhile, there are some approaches to study semantic features of source codes. DeMIMA [12] and DECKARD [17] analyze semantic features of source code and find clones with similar semantic features. We adopt this idea of extracting semantic features in our work for generating good code examples and find similar code examples for finding different types of API usages.
V. CONCLUSION
Code examples play a major role in explaining the usage of APIs. However, as making code examples manually requires huge human effort, most API documents do not provide enough code examples. To address this problem, we proposed a technique that generates code examples automatically and embedded them into existing API documents, JavaDocs. Our evaluation results show that eXoaDocs embed source code examples for more than 20,000 APIs, or 75% of the entire APIs in JDK 5.
Our future work includes:
• Comparing our code examples with other tools. We need to compare the results of eXoaDocs with other tools for evaluating the quality of result code examples. • Performing user studies. We need to conduct real-life user studies for evaluating how eXoaDocs affect the software development process. • Applying adaptive ranking algorithms. We designed an adaptive ranking algorithm, and we are now collecting user feedback. We need to evaluate the quality of ranking adapting to these feedbacks. • Building a software repository. Currently, our code example results depend on search results of Koders.
Building a more general software repository to collect proper code example candidates will be the next step. • Precise analysis. To find lines related with the given API, we used a simple method analysis technique by parsing source code. However, our technique sometimes failed to analyze the exact type of variables or classes due to the limitations reported in [16] . Overcoming these limitations will lead to higher quality code examples. eXoaDocs generated for JDK 5 are accessible at http:// exoa.postech.ac.kr.
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